
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ICL Q3’ 2013 - Fact Sheet 

November 13, 2013 

ICL Group Results: 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

$ million Q3 2012 Q3 2013

Total sales 1,762     1,445            

Gross profit 772         506               

Operating income 483         222               

Financial expenses (net) 18           3                    

Share in profit (loss) of affiliated companies 10           11                  

Income before taxes 475         230               

Taxes on income 79           152               

Minority interest in profit of subsidiaries 0.6          0.5                

Net income attributed to shareholders 395         78                  

Adjusted net income attributed to shareholders 395 196

EPS ($, fully diluted) 0.311 0.062

Adjusted EPS 0.311 0.16              

Highlights of Q3’2013 Results: 

 Challenging business environment impacted results. Lower 
volumes and prices led to a decrease in sales and operating profit.  

 ICL Fertilizers: negatively affected by changes in the potash 
market and price erosion in phosphates.   

 ICL Industrial Products: lower flame retardants and inorganic 
bromine quantities sold. 

 ICL Performance Products: balanced product portfolio and stable 
business environment led to improved results. 

 Net income excluding non-recurring tax expenses totaled $196 
million.    

 

 

 

*As of September 30.  

ICL Fertilizers Segment Results: 

 

 

$ million Q3 2012 Q3 2013

Revenues (external) 997         709               

Revenues (internal) 66           72                  

Revenues (total) 1,063     780               

Operating profit 367 135               

 Gross profit decreased by 34.5% compared to Q3’2012. Lower quantities sold offset by first time consolidation of 
acquisition, had a negative impact of 17.4% while prices had a negative impact of 15.4%. Increase in other operating 
expenses, an impairment of inventory and exchange rates fluctuations had a total negative impact of 4.5%. This was 
partially offset by lower energy and raw materials costs which contributed 2.8%.  

 Energy costs accounted for approximately 8% of ICL’s total operating costs in the January-September reporting 
period. Supply of gas from the Tamar field fulfills all of ICL’s current gas needs. 

 Operating income decreased by 54% compared to Q3’2012. The reduction was due to the decrease in gross profit, 
higher G&A expenses, resulting primarily from an increase in expense recognized in respect of options granted to 
employees and higher R&D costs. This was partially offset by lower sales and marketing expenses from $210 million 
to $197 million as a result of lower shipping expenses due to lower quantities sold.  

 Marine transportation costs totaled $85 million, or 7% of total operating costs.   

 The Q3 results reflect lower revenues from Asia deriving from lower potash quantities sold to China and India, lower 
revenues from South America mainly due to the decrease in potash prices and lower revenues from North America 
due to lower ICL Industrial Products sales.  

 The quarter’s decrease in financial expenses stems primarily from the contribution of changes in the fair value of 
financial derivatives and from a revaluation of net short-term financial liabilities in the amount of $20 million, 
compared with no contribution in Q3’2012. This was partially offset by the revaluation of the shekel impact on the 
employee benefits expenses in the amount of $4.9 million.  

 Taxes on income include non-recurring expenses of $107 million due to the release of the trapped profits in the 
amount of $1.07 billion and of $11 million due to the update of the deferred taxes stemming from increase of the 
corporate tax rate to 26.5%.  

 As a result of the Company’s adoption of the IFRS 11 standard on Jan 1, 2013, jointly-controlled companies that 

were previously accounted for using the proportionate consolidation method are now accounted for using the 

equity method. Due to the change, results from Q3’2012 have been restated. 

The information in this fact sheet represents a summary of the highlights reported on November 13, 2013 in ICL’s Q3 2013 quarterly earnings release 
and does not purport to be a comprehensive overview of the Company's financial or business condition. The information contained herein may 
include statements of future expectations and other forward-looking statements that are subject to risks and uncertainties that may cause actual 
results to differ materially from those contained in the statements. The information contained herein should be read in conjunction with all parts of 
the Company’s quarterly and annual reports and all exhibits and schedules thereto. 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Current Business Trends: 

 Crop commodities’ prices decreased during 2013 due to expectations for a record corn crop and strong soybean 

yields in North America. Soybean and wheat prices decreased more moderately than corn prices due to strong 

demand for soybean in the US and China, unfavorable weather for winter wheat, as well as an increase in wheat 

imports to China stemming from a low quality harvest. Despite this trend, fertilizer affordability for farmers is still 

high, also supported by lower fertilizer prices.  

 Uralkali’s notice that it decided to cease export sales through BPC and to move to a volume over price marketing 

strategy led to postponement of potash purchases and to lower prices.    

 Uralkali is the only potash supplier which signed a contract with China for 2H13. However, shipments to China 

continue, albeit in smaller quantities.  

 Demand in India was unfavorably impacted due to the erosion of the Indian rupee against the USD and its impact on 

domestic prices,. During the quarter, a number of suppliers, including ICL, reached an agreement with Indian buyers 

for a new price of $375/tonne, $52 lower than the contract price signed in the beginning of 2013. 

 Brazil potash imports weakened in July-September period but somewhat recovered towards the end of the quarter. 

Recovery in volumes continued in October.  

Phosphate & Fertilizers Sub-segment Results: 

 

 

Q3 2012 Q3 2013

Phosphate rock production  -   '000 tonnes 845         951               

Fertilizers production -   '000 tonnes 441         441               

Rock sales volume (external) -  '000 tonnes 197         220               

Rock internal use -   '000 tonnes 644         675               

Fertilizers sales volume (external) -   '000 tonnes 458         424               

Revenues (external) - million $ 395         370               

Revenues (internal) - million $ 40           51                  

Phosphate & Fertilizers revenues (total) - million $ 435         421               

Operating profit - million $ 52           22                  

Q3’2013 Highlights: 

 Total sales volumes decreased by 27% compared to Q3’2012 due primarily to lower shipments to India and China. 

 The higher production level is attributed to higher production in Israel and England.  

 Potash revenues decreased by 40%. Lower sales volumes and lower prices had a negative impact of 26% & 14%, 

respectively.  

 Operating income decreased by 64%, reflecting the lower volumes sold and lower selling prices, which had a 

negative impact of 34% & 28%, respectively, as well as higher operating expenses and exchange rate fluctuations, 

which had a negative impact of 3%.   

 

Potash Sub-segment Results: 

 

* As of September 30, 2013 

 

Q3 2012 Q3 2013

Production -  '000 tonnes 1,164     1,272            

Inventory -  '000 tonnes* 557         1,106            

External sales volume -  '000 tonnes 1,315     918               

Total sales volume -  '000 tonnes 1,390     1,015            

Revenues (external)- million $ 602         338               

Revenues (internal)- million $ 55           59                  

Potash revenues (total)- million $ 657         397               

Operating profit - million $ 314         112               



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ICL Industrial Products Segment Results: 

 

 

 

$ million Q3 2012 Q3 2013

Revenues (external) 335         297               

Revenues  (internal) 4             4                    

Industrial Products Revenues (total) 339         301               

Operating profit 52           27                  

Q3’2013 Highlights and Business Trends: 

 The segment’s revenues declined by 11%. Lower volumes, mainly of inorganic bromine products, bromine flame 

retardants and chlorine based biocides, had a negative impact of 8%. Lower selling prices had a negative impact of 

3.5%. This was slightly offset by exchange rates fluctuations.  

 Operating profit decreased by 48%. Decreases in quantities sold and manufactured had a negative impact of 27%, 

lower selling prices and exchange rates fluctuations had a negative impact of 23% & 8%, respectively. This was slightly 

offset by a decline in raw material and energy costs 

 Weakness in the electronics industry’s demand for flame retardants continued to impact the segment’s results. Based 

on the Company's forecast, no improvement in flame retardant demand is expected in the electronics sector in the 

second half of 2013. 

 The book-to-bill ratio for printed circuit boards in North America decreased to 0.98 in September 2013, down from 1 

in August. The industry association for printed circuit board (IPC) remains optimistic, but said that the recovery they 

had expected in late 2013 has been dampened by the economy. 

 In contrast, demand for clear brine fluids for oil and gas drilling continued to be strong, reflecting increased drilling 

activities in the Gulf of Mexico and worldwide. Growth in demand for bromine-based biocides continued. 

 Chlorine-based biocide market continued to be negatively impacted by competitiveness in the US market, mainly due 

to imports from Asia. Anti-dumping taxes at the rate of 30-38% were imposed in the beginning of 2013 on imports 

from China, but the impact was not yet visible during the quarter. 

 

 ICL Performance Products Segment Results: 

 

 

 

$ million Q3 2012 Q3 2013

Revenues (external) 398         416               

Revenues (internal) 17           20                  

Performance Products revenues (total) 414         436               

Operating profit 60           73                  

Q3’2013 Highlights: 

 The quarter was characterized by a decline in the trade along with erosion in prices. The market was adversely 

affected by a decline in demand in India, the main importer.  

 Revenues decreased by 3% as compared with Q3’2012. Lower selling prices and lower volumes had a negative 

impact of 6% and 5.3%, respectively. First-time consolidation of companies acquired during 2012 and exchange rate 

fluctuations contributed approximately 4% each.  

 Operating income decreased by 58%. Lower prices and lower volumes sold had a negative impact of 50% and 35%, 

respectively. An impairment of raw materials inventory had a negative impact of $6 million or 11.5%. This was 

partially offset by a decline in raw material prices and in other operating expenses which had a positive impact of 

27% and million and 11.5% million, respectively. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cash Flow & Investment: 
 Q3’2013 operating cash flow reached $394 million compared to $716 million in Q2’2012, due primarily to the 

decrease in profits, a decrease in accounts and other payables and an increase in inventory as of September 30, 

2013 compared to June 30, 2013. 

 Capital expenditures (including acquisition of intangible assets and business combinations) for Q3’2013 totaled 

$218 million compared to $212 million in Q3’2012. 

 Net interest-bearing financial liabilities, compared with the balance at the end of 2012, increased by $228 million to 

$1,567 million.  

 

Q3’2013 – Main Developments: 
 The Company’s Board of Directors declared that a dividend totaling $54 million will be paid on December 18, 2013 

in respect of its third quarter 2013 results. 

 On November 4, 2013, the Company's Board of Directors decided to release the majority of the Company’s trapped 

profits in the amount of about NIS 3.8 billion (about $1.1 billion).  

 On November 6, 2013, ICL reached an agreement with international institutional investors whereby a private 

placement of unregistered debentures will be made in the United States. The scope of the private placement 

is $275 million. The debentures will be issued for a period of 7-12 years (an average of approx. 10 years), at an 

annual interest rate equal to Libor+2.3%.  

 Other & Setoffs: 

 

 Due to the first-time application of the IFRS 11 standard as explained on page 1 above, Other 

Revenue no longer includes the results of IDE. They have been moved to the “associates” line 

in the report.  

 

$ million Q3 2012 Q3 2013

 Revenues (external) 33           23                  

Revenues (internal) 12           10                  

Other revenues (total) 45           33                  

Operating profit 1             -3                  

Unalocated expenses & eliminations 4.5 -8.8

Q32013 Highlights & Business Trends: 

 ICL-PP’s performance in Q3’2013 improved despite the financial situation in the United States, economic 

developments in Europe and the slowdown in China. The improvement is attributed to stability in the level of 

prices and the segment’s well-balanced product basket. 

 Revenues increased by 5% due to higher quantities which contributed 2.5%, including first-time consolidation of 

companies acquired. Exchange rate fluctuations contributed 1.8% and prices contributed 0.7%. 

 Operating profit increased by 22%. Higher quantities sold combined with the product mix’s positive impact 

contributed 23%. Lower raw material prices contributed 10% and selling prices contributed 5%. This was countered 

partially by an increase in other operating expenses which had a negative impact of 15%.   


